Abstract-This paper is mainly devoted to investigating the connection between binary reversible data hiding and per mutation coding. We start by undertaking an approximate combinatorial analysis of the embedding capacity of reversible watermarking in the binary Hamming case, which asymptotically shows that optimum reversible watermarking must involve not only "writing on dirty paper", as in any blind data hiding scenario, but also writing on the dirtiest parts of the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding, sometimes also called invertible, revertible, or lossless data hiding, harks back to the be ginnings of research in digital watermarking. The origin of the subject lies in the development of blind watermarking techniques which can perfectly recover the original host from the information-carrying watermarked signal. This special property is desirable in the application of data hiding to medical imaging, legal data, cartographic information, and other sensitive areas in which data integrity is paramount.
The earliest work on reversible watermarking is apparently found in a 1997 patent [1] , and the "reversible watermarking" name was itself coined later in the same year [2] . The first relevant reversible data hiding algorithm was devised some years later by Fridrich et al. [3] , who proposed a method based on optimum compression of the least-significant bit plane of a host replacing its least-significant bit plane. However it was the work of Kalker and Willems which definitively set reversible watermarking on a sound footing, by revealing the information-theoretical limits of the problem (see [4] , later generalised in [5] and [6] ). This work showed that Fridrich et a!.'s approach was only optimum for a particular distortion constraint. Ever since, a steady supply of papers proposing reversible watermarking algorithms have kept appearing in different venues, perhaps swimming against the tide: in recent years interest in data hiding research has arguably wanedespecially after many (but by no means all) of the original 978-1-4673-6802-5/15/$3\.00 ©20151EEE research challenges were eventually worked out. In this con text, the intermittent resurfacing of reversible watermarking has probably been a consequence of the fact that the results by Kalker and Willems have mostly remained sidelined. This has forestalled movement towards some kind of closure of the subject. Although a few authors have cited [4] in passing, precious little has happened in the intervening years in the way of producing algorithms that can actually approach the rate-distortion limit: most authors never even compare their algorithms against this fundamental limit, but only against other methods. The remarkable exception is the work by Zhang et al. [7] , [8] .
In this article we reexamine the problem of optimum reversible data hiding in order to give it some further at tention from a combinatorial point of view. In recent years permutation coding has been shown to be of relevance in two canonical information security problems: optimum perfect steganography of memory less hosts [9] and optimum perfect histogram-based counterforensics [10] . Here we will show that permutation coding and combinatorics can also make theoretical and practical inroads into yet another standard information security problem.
II. NOT ATION AND FRAMEWORK
Boldface lowercase Roman letters are column vectors. We will refer to a vector of n elements as an n-vector. The i-th element of vector a is denoted by ai. The special symbol 0 is the null vector. (-) t is the transpose operator. The indicator function is defined as :n.{B } = 1 if logical expression e is true, and zero otherwise. The 2-norm of a vector r is Ilrll = M. The Harmning distance between two n-vectors r and 8 is 0(r,8) � L�= l :n.{rds; } . The Hamming weight of r is w(r) � o(r, 0). Calligraphic letters are sets; IVI is the car dinality of set V. A host sequence is denoted by the n-vector 
III. CAPACITY OF BINARY REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING
In this section we provide an informal rederivation of the capacity result by Kalker and Willems for the achievable rate of noiseless reversible watermarking in the binary Hamming case, by means of combinatorial arguments. We will draw on the combinatorial line of reasoning originally used by Feynman in [11] to informally rederive the capacity of the binary symmetric channel (BSC), although the problem ad dressed here will require a different approach. In any case, like Feynman's, our procedure does not explicitly rely on Shannon theory; in particular, Gel'fand and Pinsker's capacity formula for channels with side information at the encoder is not used.
We will assume that elements of the host x E {o,l}n are drawn from an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli distribution with Pr{X = 1} = p, where p 2: 1/2. Since w(X) follows a Binomial distribution with parameters t � E{w(X)} = np (which we assume integer) and Var{w(X)} = np(l -p) one can make the rough approximation for large n of assuming that the Hamming weight of the host is fixed and equal to the mean, i.e., w(x) = t. We will also assume that the distortion constraint is deterministic, i.e., (l/n)b(x, y) :s; � where � :s; 1/2, rather than it being stated on average. If we define d � n� (which we assume integer), this means that the encoder can avail of a budget of at most d changes to the host x in order to generate y E {O, l}n while complying with the distortion constraint.
Firstly observe that the number of codewords with Ham ming weight w(y) = v is (�). Therefore, the number of codewords that comply with the distortion constraint can be represented by means of by = log L��� � : d , n} C) bits. Taking into account the range of v and t 2: n/2, we have that (�) peaks when v = max{ t -d, n/2} (assuming that n is even). Hence, a trivial upper bound on by is by< IO g
We have not yet incorporated the perfect reversibility con straint to our discussion. Since the Hamming weight of the host is w(x) = t there are G) possible hosts. This implies that the the encoder must reserve at least bx = log (�) bits out of by in order to be able to exactly describe the host to the decoder. Hence, at most by -bx bits can be used to convey the embedded message. Using now the upper bound (1), we find that the embedding rate p � (l/n)(by-bx) (message bits/host element) for reversible binary watermarking is bounded from above as p < (l/n){log (max { t � d , n / 2 } ) -log G) } +En, where En � (l/n) log(2n� + 1). The rate on the right hand side of this inequality is not achievable in a finite context. However as n -+ 00 we have that En -+ 0, whereas the asymptotic upper bound p = -log -log
is in fact the asymptotically optimum embedding rate, because it can be achieved simply by using an encoding scheme comprising all codewords with fixed weight w (y) = max { td, n/2}. Observe that in this scheme the encoder only flips nonzero elements of x: therefore for all i E {1, 2, ... , n} such that Xi = 0 it must hold that Yi = Xi. In other words, and paraphrasing the well-known Costa result [12]: in asymptotically optimum binary reversible watermarking the encoder must write not only on dirty paper, but exclusively on the dirtiest parts of the paper. We consider next the relationship of this approximate result with the information theoretical analysis by Kalker and Willems [4] . Applying Stirling's approximation for the factorial z! rv �zz+� e-z [13] to the binomial coefficients in (2), it is possible to see that, for large n, the asymptotically optimum rate can be approximated as where H B (p) is the entropy of a Bernoulli random variable with parameter p. Therefore p * also approximates the exact rate-distortion result originally proved in [4] for binary re versible watermarking (cf. right-hand side of expression (3) with Theorem 2 in [4] ). Although the road that we have travelled to get to (3) is narrower (and bumpier) than the one followed in [4] , we will see next that it can afford some new vistas to the practically-minded traveller.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF BINARY REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING USING PERMUTATION CODING
The combinatorial approximation of the asymptotically op timum rate-distortion function (2) only involves permutations of two multisets: the one formed by the elements of the binary n-vectors with w(y) = v * � max{t -d,n/2} and the one formed by the elements of the binary n-vectors with w(x) = t.
This inunediately begs the question of whether permutation coding, which can encode all unique permutations (rearrange ments) of a multiset into unique indices, can be an avenue for implementing near-optimum reversible watermarking in the binary Hamming case. The reader is referred to [9] for the details of a practical implementation of permutation coding.
Let us first consider what kind of scheme would be required. In order to implement reversible watermarking based on an algorithmic reading of expression (2) one needs to find a surjective reconstruction function r(·) : Y --+ X whose domain is Y = {y E {O,l}n I w(y) = v*} and codomain X = {x E {O,l}n I w (x) = t}, i.e., all rearrangements of an arbitrary binary n-vector Yo with weight v* and all rearrangements of an arbitrary binary n-vector Xo with weight t, respectively. If we define the sets Wx � {y E Y I r(y) = x}, then re) must be such that 1) IWxl = 2Lp * nJ ;::: :; C': )/(�) for all x E X, so that the optimum rate is approached. Labels from {I, 2, ... , 2Lp * nJ} must be assigned to the elements of Wx in order to encode and decode the messages. 2) For every x E X and y E Wx, J(y, x ) :s; d. Therefore if the encoder produces y = e (x, m) E Wx then the decoder first recovers x = r(y) (perfect reversibility), which determines Wx and thus allows decoding of the message m represented by y.
The broad lines of the coding scheme are thus clear: re versibility at the decoder is guaranteed through a quantization like function whose domain is always larger than its codomain, which in turn coincides with the original domain of the host. Messages are signalled through points in the domain within the Voronoi cell around a quantization centroid. However the devil is in the detail. To start with, the obvious way to implement the aforementioned scheme using permutation coding would require to evenly divide Y into 2 Lp * nJ classes of vectors. This can be easily accomplished through permutation decoding, for example by reserving the least significant bits of the index representing each rearrangement of Yo for encoding the message carried by that rearrangement. Then we would need to find a rearrangement of Xo closest to each rearrangement of yo: this can be optimally determined through permutation decoding (see decoding algorithm in [14] , taking into account that in the binary Hamming scenario J(x, y) = Ilx _ YI12).
However two mai p hurdles stand in the way of this approach:
1) there are G�� * ) equally valid centroids per rearrangement of Yo; as permutation decoding relies on sorting [14] , the large number of ties makes it unclear how to systematically determine the Wx sets; and 2) most importantly, this approach leaves us in the dark about how to implement the encoder.
A. Near-Optimum Reversible Algorithm
In order to propose a workable algorithm we need to decrease the complexity of the problem. To this end, consider the cancellation identity [15] (also known as subset-of-a-subset identity) for the product of two binomial identities, which is (4) (4) is not arbitrary, since by taking logarithms in this identity and noting that C t * ) = ( t _ t v*) it is straightforward to see that the rate in (2) can alternatively be written as
This expression gives us a dual view of the combinatorial rea soning in Section III: it tells us that the number of embeddable messages can also be obtained by dividing the number ways in which the encoder can change t -v* elements from the t nonzero elements of the host by the number of ways in which the decoder can change t -v* elements from the n -v* zero elements of the received codeword (in order to recover the original host). This dual view is interesting because of the following reason: since t -v* :s; d, in the small distortion regime the binomial coefficients in (5) can be much smaller than the ones in (2). We can exploit the previous observations as follows. Firstly, observe that the decoder knows that if Yi = 1 then Xi = 1. So it only needs log G��:) bits to find the centroid x uniquely associated to y. According to (5) , each of the G��:) different (n-v*)-subvectors may be represented by t-v* changes to the all-ones t-subvector in the original host in as many different ways as messages that can be transmitted, and so the encoder can exploit this fact. The main issue is that the decoder cannot know the t-subvector with Hanuning weight t -v*, and so it must determine the missing information solely from y.
This suggests the following encoding algorithm:
• The encoder sequentially finds the ( t _ tv * ) possible modi fications to the t-subvector of ones in x using permutation decoding.
• It then performs permutation coding of each resulting y. If the permutation decoding of an (n -t)-vector with Hamming weight t -v* using the least significant log (t--;, :) bits leads to the same (n -t )-subvector in x, then it marks y as an element of Wx.
• The encoder finally chooses the y E Wx that represents the message that it wishes to encode.
The decoder performs permutation coding of y and obtains the (n -t)-vector that allows perfect reconstruction of x through permutation decoding of the log (t�-;,:) least significant bits of the encoding. Then, its knowledge of x allows it to retrace the steps of the encoder in order to obtain Wx and determine what message is encoded by y.
Remarks. Although not a problem for encoder-decoder agreement, the cardinality of the Wx sets resulting from the algorithm is only approximately equal to C:) / (�) , and thus not all hosts can embed the exact same amount of information. Most importantly, the algorithm is only feasible in the small distortion regime where all ( t _ t v* ) rearrangements can be generated by encoder and decoder; however, this distortion regime is usually the one of interest in data hiding. Finally the decoder must know t and d.
In Figure 1 we compare the algorithm described in this section against the theoretical optimum on the right-hand side Empirical rate-distortion performance of near-optimum reversible embedding based on permutation coding (red squares) versus theoretical limits (blue solid lines) of (3) for two hosts with length n = 100 and Hamming weights t = 90 and t = 70, respectively.
V. A BOUND ON THE GENER AL RATE-DISTORTION FUNCTION OF THE PROBLEM
In this final section we leave aside the special binary reversible watermarking problem and the combinatorial con siderations that have kept us busy until now, and we briefly focus our attention on the general case. Our goal here will be the practical evaluation of the general capacity formula for reversible watermarking in a noiseless channel, which is [4] 
H(Y) -H(X).
E{s(X,Y)}::;Ll.
In spite of this rate-distortion expression having been available for over ten years, to the best of our knowledge no nonbinary reversible watermarking algorithm has ever been compared against it. This is most likely due to the difficulty in eval uating or estimating the first entropy in (6), which requires a distribution that is unavailable in practice. On the other hand the second entropy in (6) can always be approximated through the best compression rate attainable for the host, even if this is only empirically obtained. E{s(X,Y)}::;Ll. E{W2}::;Ll.
Using now the differential entropy bound on discrete entropy -independently found by Djackov 
This bound is loose for 6 � 1/12, which is not important in practical terms since 6 is much higher for typical peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article we have mainly investigated the connection of combinatorics and permutation coding with binary reversible data hiding, which open novel theoretical and practical avenues for the problem. The initial results are promising, as they allow for the implementation of a near-optimum reversible algorithm in the low distortion regime -usually the most relevant one in data hiding. Further work is needed in order to find a low complexity algorithm able to work with arbitrary distortion. 
